Angle Park
Thursday 18th June 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

STEWARDS REPORT

Stewards J Evans, J Jones, M Herrmann, S Volbrecht
Veterinary Surgeon Dr G Moore
Late Scratchings Nil

Race 1 SKY RACING STAKE 515m Grade 4

-LEKTRA THEORY was slow to begin. Turning into the home straight LEKTRA THEORY and LITTLE EARNER made contact on several occasions.

Race 2 BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES MAIDEN STAKE 515m Maiden

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DAKOTA DART.
Along the back straight STAR JIGGS checked around the heels of RAGING ROCCO. There were no further racing incidents to report.
STAR JIGGS was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3 SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP STAKE 515m Grade 5

-On the first turn HOT SAMBUCA moved out taking MAJOR MAJOR, LILLIEHAMMER and AMERICAN MAN very wide then BOSS THREE FIFTY made contact with the running rail. Turning into the back straight AMERICAN MAN moved down checking LILLIEHAMMER. Along the back straight AMERICAN MAN raced wide. Turning off the back straight MAJOR MAJOR moved down checking HOT SAMBUCA.
-HOT SAMBUCA was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-BOSS THREE FIFTY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4 KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY FREE FOR ALL 731m FFA

-Shortly after the start DRACARYS moved down checking ZIPPING GALON. On the first turn NO SURRENDER moved down checking DRACARYS. Turning into the home straight on the first occasion NO SURRENDER and SIR TRUCULENT made contact. Turning out of the home straight DRACARYS checked around the heels of SPRINGVALE ANNA then moved out checking NO SURRENDER. Turning off the back straight BOOM DOWN checked around the heels of SPRINGVALE ANNA then moved out checking ZIPPING GALON causing ZIPPING GALON to fall.
ZIPPING GALON regained its footing and completed the course. Turning into the home straight on the final occasion NO SURRENDER raced wide.
-ZIPPING GALON was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 5 YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (QUEENS) STAKE 515m Grade 5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ASTON OPAL.
ALLINGA JESS was slow to begin. Shortly after the start DYNA ADRIA moved down checking LONG GULLY BELLA. On the first turn UP TIME GIRL moved down checking STITCH EM CILLA then I'M TOP GIRL, UP TIME GIRL, LONG GULLY BELLA and ALLINGA JESS all made contact. Turning into the home straight UP TIME GIRL made contact to the back of MAIN EXIT.

Race 6 GRSA.COM.AU FREE FOR ALL 600 FFA

-A swab sample was taken from the winner TWO TIMES TWICE.
BALBOA FURY was slow to begin. Along the home straight on the first occasion MASTER CHAOS moved out checking WEST ON BAMBOO. Turning out of the home straight BALBOA FURY ran onto the heels of HOLY REIGN. Along the back straight BALBOA FURY raced wide.
-BALBOA FURY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 7 @THEDOGSSA OPEN STAKE 515m Open

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOT SOPHIE.
On the first turn HOT SOPHIE and COORONG LUCY made contact. Along the home straight on the final occasion ALFIERI and COORONG LUCY both took the same run between DANYO’S CHARLIE and HOT SOPHIE resulting in both greyhounds losing ground.

Race 8 ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE 515m Grade 5

-On the first turn BRADLEY TYSON ran onto the heels of TOORA ZIGGY then SKY WESLEY moved down checking DYNA SMOKEY.
### Race 9  ACCELL THERAPY GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 1  515m  Grade 6

- ADIOS MCLAREN was slow to begin. Approaching the turn into the back straight ZIPPING TED, ELECTRIFYING, BURNING NITRO and LOVE FIRST all made contact. Turning into the back straight BURNING NITRO checked around the heels of LOVE FIRST then moved out inconveniencing the run of RED ARAMIS. Turning off the back straight ZIPPING TED moved down checking CAWBOURNE COOPER. Turning into the home straight ELECTRIFYING ran onto the heels of and dragged down CAWBOURNE COOPER.
- CAWBOURNE COOPER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.
- ELECTRIFYING was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

### Race 10  SECURE RACING LOGISTICS GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 2  515m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner DANYO’S ROSIE.
SHAMROCK LAVA was slow to begin. On the first turn THREATEN moved out checking CLASSIC MCLAREN shortly after THREATEN continued moving out checking CLASSIC MCLAREN and SHAMROCK LAVA forcing SHAMROCK LAVA to check around the heels of LOSE YOUR BLUES. Along the back straight CLASSIC MCLAREN checked around the heels of SHAMROCK LAVA.
- THREATEN was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

### Race 11  GIDDY-UP GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 3  515m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner JERVOIS BOY.
CAWBOURNE ZEBRA was slow to begin. On the first turn SNAKEBITE ME moved out checking AINSLEY FLASH and TWIG BUZZ causing all greyhounds to be severely checked.
- SNAKEBITE ME was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days
- AINSLEY FLASH was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- TWIG BUZZ was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 365 days

### Race 12  GAP SA GRADE 6 SERIES HEAT 4  515m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner TOP RIGHT.
On the first turn ALL OUT CRAZY moved out checking CAWBOURNE CLANCY and GOLLY GUMDROPS. Approaching the turn into the back straight GALACTIC DESTINY moved out checking GOLLY GUMDROPS.

* Published subject to correction upon revision